FLUTE Allegro

(*) Th. means that the sections starting with this sign should be played with the thumb on the special B♭ lever until the closing sign.
March
Lively marching tempo

f marc.

ff

cresc.

fff
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BASS CLARINET
If you read tenor clef please prepare the following in addition to the above.

Con intensità $d = 88$
(4) Th. means that the sections starting with this sign should be played with the thumb on the special B♭ lever until the closing sign.
Prepare both excerpts.

Allegretto - in two

Flowingly

IN TIME

Muted

mp (p) NOT to the fore

mf (f) more to the fore

SLOW --- OFF --- LOTS

IN TIME

Mute off

Harm
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FRENCH HORN

Choose either of the two excerpts to perform
(1) Prepare either line as appropriate to your level.

Moderato, un poco lento

(2) Prepare only if you have a knowledge of tenor clef.

37 D Slowly

43
Choose the appropriate clef.

EUPHONIUM